
Solo Female 
Travel

Your Essential
Tips To 

Kelly Barrett shares solo female travel tips
for women who travel alone. 

When I tell people I’m travelling solo, the
most common response I get is: "You're
so brave!" And while it’s a well-intentioned
comment, I’m irked that anyone still
thinks a woman setting off alone might
feel isolated or intimidated.  In an ideal
world, solo female travel wouldn’t be
defiant or courageous, it would be simply
a personal preference.

A survey of singles by 101 Holidays, the
travel inspiration site, revealed that
singles holiday bookings are growing by
10% every year – with 68% of solo
travellers now female. Despite a
slowdown across the travel industry in
2019, including the failure of Thomas
Cook in September, the singles sector is
booming. Bookings were up 10.5% in
2019 and are expected to grow by a
further 11% this year. The figures are
based on analysis by the website which
examined more than 53,000 singles
holidays taken in 2019. The survey
covered a range of trips including beach
holidays, cruises, group adventures,
escorted tours, spa and wellness retreats
and activity holidays.

Newmarket Holidays is bringing out its
first brochure of escorted tours
exclusively for solo travellers. The move
follows the addition of a further 1,000
single occupancy hotel rooms to the
operator’s traditional tour programme for
2020 – bringing the number to almost
10,000 – and is in response to increasing
demand from customers who want to
travel on their own.
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And while  26 percent of millennial
women have travelled by themselves, it’s
a reality that women of all ages face
certain vulnerabilities on the road. 

Rely on the kindness of strangers
Solo trips highlight how helpful and
welcoming people can be all over the world.
Make sure you learn a few basic phrases in
the local language or download Google
Translate before you leave. A couple of
words or a pleasant greeting can help.

In an ideal world, solo female travel wouldn’t be defiant or
courageous, it would be simply a personal preference.

Learn how to be safe
Travel solo, and you’ll need to have your
own back, so to speak. Be ready for 

weather changes and always go with your
gut instinct if you don't feel safe. 

Did You Know?
Europe is the most sought-after

destination of women who fly solo!
Know when to seek pro help 
Travelling solo doesn’t have to mean you’re
completely alone. Join a women-only
group tour and you’ll find yourself in the
company of like-minded travellers and
friends.


